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Abbreviations/Definitions
AIS

Automatic Identification System

COLREG

Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea

CPA

Closest Point of Approach

DW

Deep Water (Route)

DWT

Dead Weight Tonnes

GOFREP

The Mandatory Ship Reporting System in the Gulf of Finland

OOW

Officer of the Watch

SRS

Ship Reporting System

TSS

Traffic Separation Scheme

TSZ

Traffic Separation Zone

VTS

Vessel Traffic Service

VTT

Technical Research Centre of Finland (Teknologian tutkimuskeskus VTT;
Valtion Teknillinen Tutkimuslaitos until 1st December 2010)
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Background
VTS is land based assistance for seafarers navigating in the Finnish fairways. The
purpose of the VTS is to improve safety and fluent flow of traffic as well as to prevent
accidents and environmental damages caused by them. In Finland there are five VTS
centres, covering the fairways used by merchant vessels in the entire coastline. These
centres are Archipelago VTS, Bothnia VTS, Gulf of Finland Vessel Traffic Centre (including
Kotka VTS, Helsinki VTS and Hanko VTS), Saimaa VTS in inland waters and West Coast
VTS. Bothnia VTS and Saimaa VTS provide only information service, whereas other VTS
centres provide information service, traffic organisation and navigational assistance.
Picture 1 demonstrates the Finnish VTS centres and their areas of responsibility. More
detailed pictures are as Appendix 1.

Bothnia VTS

Saimaa
(Inland

VTS
West Coas VT
ArchipelagoVT
Archipelago
VTS

Helsinki VTS
(su -sectors

Hanko VTS Kotka VTS

Picture 1. VTS centres in Finland
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In addition, an international mandatory ship reporting system GOFREP, implemented
together with Estonia (Tallinn Traffic) and Russia (St. Petersburg Traffic) in 2004, covers
the entire area of the Gulf of Finland. GOFREP is a ship reporting system that provides
information service in the international waters of the Gulf of Finland. Finland and Estonia
have also implemented mandatory ship reporting systems in their territorial waters
between the international GOFREP area and their VTS areas, providing also information
service in those areas. These two parts together with the international area are called
GOFREP. The Finnish part of GOFREP area is monitored by Helsinki Traffic, which is
located in the Gulf of Finland Vessel Traffic Centre. An overall view of GOFREP is shown in
picture 2.

Picture 2. GOFREP. Copyright Finnish Transport Agency.
New routeing measures in the Åland Sea were implemented at the beginning of 2010.
Archipelago VTS monitors vessels navigating in the South Åland Sea routeing system and
all vessels violating COLREGs are contacted by VTS operators. There are no reporting
requirements in the South Åland Sea TSS. New Traffic separation Schemes are displayed
in picture 3.
The work of the VTS operators remains often quite invisible, since a prevented accident is
seen nowhere and the fluent flow of traffic is often considered as an obvious
phenomenon. However, the work of the VTS operators is important and to demonstrate
the effect of the work done by the VTS operators, a two week's period of strengthened
reporting concerning all situations the VTS operators had to intervene, was held from the
25th October to the 8th November 2010 in Archipelago VTS, West Coast VTS and Gulf of
Finland Vessel Traffic Centre.
The idea of the period was that the VTS operators were asked to report every situation
they had to intervene separately. In addition, all of the violation reports gathered during
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the same period of time were considered in the report. The period proved to be
successful with total of 141 reports gathered from three participated Finnish VTS centres:
Archipelago VTS, West Coast VTS and Gulf of Finland Vessel Traffic Centre – including
also GOFREP and Åland Sea TSS.
In the report and in the table (see Appendixes 1 and 2) the Finnish responsibility area of
GOFREP was included in the Gulf of Finland Vessel Traffic Centre and the supervision of
South Åland Sea TSS in Archipelago VTS, since they are operated in these VTS centres.
However, it is important to remember the difference in service types provided by VTS in
the Finnish territorial waters and the service provided in the GOFREP area and in the
South Åland Sea.

Picture 3. Åland Sea TSS. Copyright Finnish Transport Agency.
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A strengthened reporting period was held again from 28th February to 14th March 2011.
The period was carried out in the same VTS centres as previously: West Coast VTS,
Archipelago VTS (including Åland Sea TSS) and the Gulf of Finland Vessel Traffic Centre
(including Hanko VTS, Helsinki VTS, Kotka VTS and GOFREP). The main idea remained
the same as it was last time, but this time the period was deviating from the so called
normal one, because of the hard ice conditions in the Baltic Sea. That caused, among
other things, that the Traffic Separation Schemes in the Gulf of Finland and Åland Sea
were out of use and the traffic flow was concentrating in partly different areas than
normally, depending on ice conditions.
Both of these two reports written about the strengthened reporting periods demonstrate
the work of VTS, but a comparison between the reports shows how much the work done
by VTS operators can vary depending on the seasons. The report written during the open
sea period demonstrates mostly so called normal work of VTS (or duties generally
considered as 'normal'), whereas the latter report concentrates on winter conditions with
duties of different kind of nature. But still both reports are showing the importance of
VTS.
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Part A: The Risk Reducing Effect of VTS in
Open Water
A Strengthened Reporting Period from 25th October to 8th November 2010
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Results
As a result, totally 141 reports were gathered, from which 52 came from Archipelago
VTS, 13 from West Coast VTS and the rest 76 from the Gulf of Finland Vessel Traffic
Centre. One report from Archipelago VTS and four reports from the Gulf of Finland Vessel
Traffic Centre were left out. They included reports concerning AIS status of the ships and
were not considered as directly safety increasing factors. On the contrary, few reports
included more than one intervening and were therefore calculated two times in the table.
Eventually there were totally 139 reports in the table, from which 53,2 % was from the
Gulf of Finland, 37,4 % from Archipelago and 9,4 % from West Coast.

Picture 4. A prevented TSS violation.

The difference between the numbers of gathered reports in various VTS areas can be
explained by that the areas differ in size and in traffic volumes. Statistics gathered during
the reporting period (see Appendix 5) show the number of port calls in the VTS areas.
The total sums in various VTS areas are: 642 port calls in the Gulf of Finland, 418 port
calls in Archipelago VTS and 98 port calls in West Coast VTS. Thus the share of the
intervening reports, compared with the traffic figures, is nearly the same in every VTS
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area, being 11,5 % in the Gulf of Finland Vessel Traffic Centre, 12,4 % in Archipelago
VTS and 13,3 % in West Coast VTS.
Taking into account all of the participated VTS areas, the most common reason to
intervene ship’s navigation was traffic organisation, including information sharing (total
29 respective 27). Traffic organisation was also the most common intervening motive in
West Coast VTS with totally 8 respective 1 reports as well as in Archipelago VTS with a
total of 13 respective 17 reports. Reminding about the TSS (Traffic Separation Scheme)
violation, or preventing one, was the secondly common interfering motive in the reports
received from Archipelago VTS (18 cases). This depends presumably on the new South
Åland TSS implemented at the beginning of 2010, although the South Åland TSS is not a
part of Archipelago VTS, but only supervised by it.
In the Gulf of Finland there were 12 cases in which the VTS operator had been obliged to
prevent or remark a ship about the TSS violation, but the most common intervening
reasons were close quarter situations. There were 18 cases of close quarter situations
between two ships and 9 other kind of close quarter situations. The latter includes for
example drifting to the edge of fairway, dragging anchor etc.

Closer overview
The traffic organisation consisted mostly of situations in which VTS operators asked ships
to use alternative fairways or to slow speed when meeting another ship in the
archipelago or otherwise narrow fairways. As the name already describes, the purpose
was to obtain as fluent traffic flow as possible and this seemed also to be achieved in
every case. The importance of the traffic organisation emphasized specially in the
archipelago with several bends and narrow fairways, but its importance in other VTS
areas should not be forgotten either. A practical example of traffic organisation is a
situation with two (or more) ships approaching a position where they are expected to
meet. To avoid a close quarter situation in the narrow fairway, the VTS operator has
asked the ships to proceed in different parts of the fairway to avoid meeting, or to slow
speed so that the ships can meet in some wider part of the fairway.
Information sharing can be included as a part of traffic organisation, but in this report it
was calculated partly separately, since the traffic organisation was considered as guiding
the ships to choose another part of the fairway or to slow speed, whereas giving
information left the final decision-making to the ships. Referring to the e-mail from Rami
Laaksonen (VTS Supervisor of Archipelago VTS), he says that the simulation is the trump
card of Archipelago VTS and therefore giving information about the meeting positions and
recommending the fairway alternatives is just what ships appreciate instead of only
listing the names of the oncoming ships.
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The main part of the TSS violations were violations of the COLREG 10, i.e. ships were
sailing on the TSZ (Traffic Separation Zone), joining or leaving the TSS in an incorrect
way, cutting the corners of the TSS or navigating on the wrong traffic lane. Some DW
route violations were also recognized. In a part of these reports VTS operators had
reminded ships to avoid obvious violations in advance.

Picture 5. Traffic organization.

VTS had also assisted piloting by
giving information
about
the pilot
boarding/disembarking positions as well as by recommending approaching ships to slow
down their speed to avoid unnecessary anchoring or waiting at the pilot boarding
positions. In addition there were three cases where the VTS operator had ensured the
safety of the ship by giving her informative assistance during pilot boarding/disembarking
in bad weather or otherwise exceptionally conditions.
The group of the exceptionally situations was variable. In three cases there were
troubles, i.e. two blackouts and one machinery problem. Otherwise the VTS had asked
the ships about their abnormal behaviour, such as exceptionally route choice (which was
due to bad weather) as well as unexpected slowing down and changing course at the
open sea (which was due to hoisting work).
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Analysis
As mentioned in the beginning, the importance of VTS is not every time clearly visible,
since the consequence of the work is often seen as fluent traffic flow without any
accident or any other similar cases. One can always speculate what could have happened
or had the ship noticed the situation and reacted to it in time or not without the
intervening of VTS. Nevertheless, intervening in imminent close quarter situations or
reminding a ship to avoid an oncoming shoal are clearly showing the risk reducing effect
of VTS, for example. Therefore, without a second thought, VTS has intervened in
situations in which the risk of an accident has been obvious.
Fluent traffic flow is also a safety-contributing factor and therefore organising traffic and
sharing information increase safety. Organising the ships to meet each others in wider
parts of the fairways, avoiding the meeting situation by distributing the ships in different
parts of the fairways and staggering traffic are some examples of the daily work of a VTS
operator. VTS can be seen as one kind of local specialist, like the pilots are, but they
work in a different way. Sharing information and communicating between the ships as
well as creating a general view of the traffic situation are an important part of the work.
Hence VTS operators can also foresee oncoming situations and try to avoid the unwanted
ones.
TSS improves safety by clarifying the traffic flow and making it more predictable. An
effective surveillance together with reporting violations reduce the number of violating
ships and further clarify the traffic. The ships violating COLREGs are reported to the Flag
States and a part of the reports causes the OOW (Officer of the Watch) and/or the
master of the violated ship to pay a penalty charge, to lose their employment and/or to
lose their certificate of competence.
In the regional level there were some areas where intervening reports were made several
times. Among the reports received from Archipelago VTS, Lövskär was the most common
area where traffic organisation and informative assistance were given to the ships. In the
west coast, Pori and the sea area in front of Rauma were the most common intervening
areas. In the Gulf of Finland VTS area Helsinki and Kotka had the biggest part of the
intervening reports concerning traffic organisation and informative assistance, but the
traffic volume is also greatest in these two ports. The majority of the close quarter
situations in the Gulf of Finland had happened on the open sea.

Conclusion of Part
The strengthened reporting period proved to be necessary and feedback from the VTS
operators was good. The feedback also included wishes for new similar reporting periods,
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arranged regularly for example twice per year. Thus the importance of VTS could be
continuously proved and the source for statistics could also be gathered.
The quantity of the reports written by the VTS operators was excellent and included
various kinds of cases, proving the need for the work done by VTS. The most common
reasons to intervene in the ship’s navigation were traffic organisation including
information sharing, reminding about close quarter situations and remarking about TSS
violations. There was also a large range of another kind of cases, e.g. assisting pilotage
and asking ships about their abnormal behaviour.
The range of the cases demonstrates also approximately how the amount of different
situations is emphasized in various VTS areas, although it is important to bear in mind
that a similar period in another time of the year may give different results. Hence it
would also be important to arrange this kind of reporting periods regularly and to get
some sort of view of the variability. In addition, a comparison between different sea
areas would be interested and thus similar reporting periods should also be arranged in
other parts of the Baltic Sea Area.
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Part B: The Risk Reducing Effect of VTS in
Winter Navigation
A Strengthened Reporting Period from 28th February to 14th March 2011
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The division of labour between VTS and icebreakers
The division of labour between VTS and the icebreakers is explained for closer understanding
of their responsibilities. The icebreakers are responsible for the assistance of ships and the
coordination of traffic in ice fields. The coordinative icebreaker decides the order of assisted
vessels on grounds of the safety issues. The coordinative icebreaker gives also navigational
instructions, waypoints, position of the icebreaker, name and VHF working channel, which VTS
forwards to vessels. VTS informs and organizes traffic in accordance with the instructions given
by the coordinative icebreaker.
VTS is also responsible for the general traffic organisation and information in the VTS area.
The information can concern e.g. speed limits, the use of coastal fairways, withdrawn TSSs,
weather and ice conditions as well as general traffic situation. VTS informs ships also about the
pilot boarding positions, which can vary in ice conditions, compared to a so called normal
situation, and from which side of ship the pilot will embark.
VTT has developed an information system, IBNet, which has been used in the organisation and
coordination of the Finnish and Swedish icebreakers. IBNet consists of information about
movements of the icebreakers and other vessels. IBPlott is a part of IBNet and it visualises
daily ice charts and satellite images transmitted by the Ice Service. The positions of the
icebreakers and AIS information about vessels are also combined to the picture and thereby a
view of the real time traffic situation can be easily created.
IBBridge is a main user interface of the IBNet system and the main idea of it is to transmit
information between the icebreakers and authorities. By IBBridge it is possible to see e.g.
traffic situation including both icebreakers and other ships, port lists and waypoints as well as
to send and receive messages. IBBridge communicates with IBPlott, which views the
information in a map. This winter was the first time, when also VTS had ability to use the
IBNet system, although Bothnia VTS have already had ability to use it earlier.

Ice conditions in the beginning of 2011
This winter has been considered as severe, when talking about ice conditions in the Baltic Sea.
Thermal winter, i.e. when the daily average temperature stays below 0°C, began at the end of
October in the Northern Finland and in the middle of November in the Southern Finland. Ice
began to cover the Gulf of Bothnia and first ice formed in the Gulf of Finland at the end of
November.
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February was exceptionally cold both in Finland and in the sea area. In the beginning of the
month, ice coverage was normal, approximately 145 000 km2. Winds packed the ice towards
the Russian waters in the bottom of the Gulf of Finland, whereas the middle of the Gulf was
open. In the middle of February weather became colder and thus the ice coverage extended
fast. At the end of February the ice coverage was approximately 315 000 km2, which can be
considered as harsh ice conditions. This winter was characterized by the fact, that there were
every now and then strong southerly and/or westerly winds, which compressed ice towards the
Finnish coast in the Gulf of Bothnia. Contemporary the ice channel was open in the Swedish
side of the Gulf.
In the beginning of the reporting period, southerly winds packed all ice towards the Finnish
coast line in the Gulf of Finland and in the Gulf of Bothnia. The thickness of ice in the Gulf of
Finland varied from 30 cm on the open sea to 50 cm in the archipelago. The thinnest ice
concentrated in the southwesterly area of the Gulf of Finland, and there were large areas
covered by ridged or hummocked ice in the northern and eastern part of the Gulf on 2nd March.
On 6th March, there was ridged or hummocked ice in the Finnish coast, but otherwise there
was open ice only in the northern part of the Gulf. At the end of the period, the Gulf of Finland
was almost totally ridged and there were some open ice areas only near the Estonian coast.
In the Turku Archipelago, ice was mostly fast during the entire reporting period, thickness
varying from 25 to 55 cm, but outside the archipelago and in the Åland Sea, the area of ridged
or hummocked ice fields continued from the Gulf of Finland with the thickness of ice being
between 10 and 30 cm. The area of ridged or hummocked ice became smaller and easier from
6th to 8th March, but new ridges formed in the southern edge of the archipelago at the end of
the reporting period. In the Åland Sea, very difficult ice conditions prevailed in the beginning of
the reporting period. Ice had packed in the eastern part of the sea, but during the reporting
period the situation became easier and on 12th March, the Åland Sea was mostly open.
Few days before the reporting period started, strong, for two weeks prevailed southwesterly
winds had caused compression in ice fields in the Bay of Bothnia. In the Sea of Bothnia ice had
packed towards the Finnish coast, creating ridged or hummocked ice in front of the Finnish
ports. The highest measured ice ridges were up to 1,2-1,8 metres high, causing so strong
compression that the speed of icebreakers was only few cable lengths per hour (one cable
length is one tenth of a nautical mile, i.e. 185,2 m). In the beginning of March, total of
approximately 60 ships were waiting for icebreaker assistance in the Gulf of Bothnia: 30 ships
in the Sea of Bothnia and 30 ships in the Bay of Bothnia. All of the Finnish conventional and
multipurpose icebreakers, owned and operated by Arctia Shipping, were on duty. Sisu, Kontio
and Otso as well as some Swedish icebreakers were in the Bay of Bothnia. Nordica and Botnica
assisted in the Sea of Bothnia and besides them, a Swedish icebreaker Frej was assisting in
the Qvarck. Voima, Urho and Fennica were located in the Gulf of Finland. At the end of the
strengthened reporting period, the ice conditions became normal and the congestion had been
reduced.
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Picture 6. Polar View: a satellite image of ice coverage and thickness on 13th March 2011.
Copyright Finnish Meteorological Institute, 2011.
In general, the thickness of ice varied from the minimum of 10-20 cm on the open sea to the
maximum of 50-60 cm in the coastline of the Sea of Bothnia. This situation continued through
the entire reporting period, only ice conditions in the middle of the Sea of Bothnia varied. On
2nd March, new ice formed in a large area west from Rauma and Uusikaupunki. In the next
day, the thickness of that ice was already 2-10 cm and there were some rafted ice too. During
the same week, winds blew the ice towards the Finnish coast, first eastward and at the end of
the second week of the reporting period, northeastward, causing more problems in the Qvarck.
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Picture 7. Traffic flow in the Gulf of Finland during the reporting period.
The restrictions to navigation during this winter have been the strictest ones in the Bay of
Bothnia. On 1st March, the restrictions became ice class IA and minimum tonnage of 2000 in
Pori, Rauma, Uusikaupunki, Inkoo, Kantvik, Helsinki, Porvoo, Loviisa, Kotka and Hamina. The
restrictions in Naantali, Turku, Hanko, Koverhar and Mariehamn were ice class IA or IB and
minimum tonnage of 2000. In addition, there was minimum cargo restriction of at least 2000
tons per port in the Bay of Bothnia. This was the first time in 30 years, when a restriction to
navigation had been set in Mariehamn. The restrictions remained the same during the period,
except in Hanko and Koverhar, where the restrictions were eased to ice class of IA or IB with
2000 DWT and IC with 3000 DWT on 14th March.
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Because ice forces ships to proceed through areas with easier ice conditions, in other words
where the ice is thinner or where is no ice at all, the use of Traffic Separation Schemes is not
always appropriate. Therefore all of the Traffic Separation Schemes in the Gulf of Finland and
in the Åland Sea were withdrawn during the strengthened reporting period. The inner coast
fairway in the Gulf of Finland was opened for winter traffic by the icebreaker Fennica on 1st
March. After few days, it appeared that the winds were not as strong as expected and thus it
was decided that ships were case-specifically advised to use the coastal fairway, when
necessary.
Picture 7 shows traffic flow in the Gulf of Finland from 28th February to 14th March 2011. The
yellow lines are heading to west and the blue lines are heading to east. In normal open sea
conditions traffic would be distributed clearly according to two different TSS lanes, but now
ships have navigated in all parts of the Gulf, depending on ice conditions in different times.
The Ice Service of the Finnish Meteorological Institute provides daily ice information during the
winter and ice conditions. Six ice charts from the strengthened reporting period are as
Appendix 6. The charts give an overall description of the ice conditions during the two weeks’
period.

Results
During this reporting period the number of gathered reports was not as high as it was in the
last reporting period. This is naturally the consequence of ice conditions in the Baltic Sea. The
ice conditions affect on the ship traffic dramatically and through that also the work done by the
VTS operators, when they are mostly concentrating on assisting the ships navigating in ice.
Most of all reports gathered from the three VTS centres were related to the ice conditions in
one way or another. Of course the VTS operators do their daily work too, but the intervening
reports demonstrate the focus of the work in these winter conditions.
At the beginning of the strengthened reporting period the ice conditions were chaotic in the
Gulf of Bothnia. There were dozens of ships stuck in ice and all traffic was suspended on the
orders of the icebreakers few days before the reporting period started. Picture 8 on the next
page indicates the thickness of ice one day before the strengthened reporting period started.
The sort of ice can be seen on the ice chart on 28th February 2011, which can be found in the
Appendix 6.
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Picture 8. Polar view: a satellite image of ice coverage and thickness on 27th February 2011.
Copyright Finnish Meteorological Institute, 2011.
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Most of the reports gathered from West Coast VTS, which were total of 66 reports, considered
the winter navigation somehow. Besides them, there was one report about pilotage-related
assistance: slowing speed of a ship because she was getting a pilot from another ship. In
addition, one case concerned a permission to leave the quay and one case was about guiding a
ship to anchorage because the quay she was proceeding to was occupied. The rest of the
reports were related to ice conditions – for example guiding ships to certain areas to wait for
the icebreaker assistance; suspending traffic in the area; transmitting the waypoints given by
the icebreakers to the ships and giving orders to wait for the quay and/or the icebreaker
assistance outside the VTS area.
The total number of reports from Archipelago VTS was 22. Five of them were traffic
organisation in the narrow areas of the archipelago and one report concerned information
about other traffic given from the VTS operator to a ship proceeding towards Lövskär. Other
reports handled the situations caused by the ice conditions in one way or another. These were,
for example, transmitting waypoints from the icebreakers to the ships; traffic organisation
because of the ice conditions; requesting icebreaker assistance to break the fairway, guiding
ships to the fairways where the icebreaker assistance is given and asking for an overtaking
ship to help a stuck ship by cutting her from the ice. The last mentioned case is shown in the
picture 9 below.

Picture 9. A ship cutting another from the ice.
There were a total of 16 reports gathered from the Gulf of Finland Vessel Traffic Centre.
Among these reports, one concentrated on traffic organisation and one report on a ship which
violated reporting in the GOFREP area. All other reports had something to do with the ice
conditions. Some common cases were, for example, warning about proceeding towards nearly
existing shallow waters or towards the edge of a fairway because of navigating in ice;
forbidding to proceed without the icebreaker assistance; asking ships to wait for the icebreaker
assistance as well as recommending routes which are easier to navigate because of less or
thinner ice. In the picture 10, the TSSs in the Gulf of Finland are withdrawn and vessels are
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navigating through an ice channel. It can clearly be seen, where the ice channel is, as all
vessels are concentrated in the same area.

Picture 10. The TSSs are out of use and it can clearly be seen where the ice channel is.
Although the numbers of the reports have been mentioned, they cannot be considered as any
kind of indication in this reporting period because of the nature of the work. The reporting
instructions given to the VTS operators proved to be difficult to apply in the ice conditions,
because the work consists mostly of assisting, guiding and warning the ships which are
navigating in ice. Therefore it was not easy for the VTS operators to decide whether to report
the cases or not. This may have caused that there have in all likelihood been more similar
cases than were reported. Thus, it is important to bear in mind that despite describing the
contents of intervening reports in different VTS areas, similar cases may have happened in
other areas too, they have only been left unreported. On the other side, it was not easy to give
clear instructions either because of the same reasons. Therefore, in this time, there will not be
any kind of tables or statistics showing the numbers of reports, because they are not regarded
as relevant in this case. This report is thereby focusing on describing the work done by VTS
operators in the icy winter conditions.
Because the Traffic Separation Schemes were out of use, the ships could not violate the TSS
rules, and thus these kinds of reports were also missing from this reporting period. But on the
other side, the ship reporting system was still remaining and therefore, as mentioned above,
one ship violated the reporting and was reported by GOFREP.
The number of port calls during this reporting period was slightly smaller than in the last
reporting period in 2010. The numbers in the VTS areas were: 70 port calls in West Coast VTS,
401 in Archipelago VTS and 514 in the Gulf of Finland. The comparative numbers in the last
reporting period were 98, 418 respective 642. The ice conditions may have a sort of influence
on these numbers by means of the availability of icebreaker assistance as well as the traffic
restrictions.
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The impact of ice conditions to the work of VTS
It is obvious that the ice conditions affect on the work of the VTS operators in several ways.
According to VTS Supervisor Tapio Kotkavuori in the Gulf of Finland Vessel Traffic Centre, VTS
operators keep close contact to ships by forwarding them waypoints given by the icebreakers,
ensuring that the vessels have received them and the routes used by the vessels as well as
assisting the ships to proceed towards the waypoints. The VTS operators ensure that the ships
proceed safely, recommend fairways and routes and guide the ships to areas where it is safe
to wait for the icebreaker assistance.

Picture 11. A vessel concentrates to navigate in ice and forgets to check her position regarding
the edge of the fairway
Compared with the previous reporting period last autumn, this time there were no ship vs. ship
close quarter situations. Compared with normal situations, the ice conditions make ships
proceed closer to each others when navigating in ice channels. Ice slows down the speed of
ships and it may protect the ships from each others in certain way – but it can also cause
some accidents, when the ships are proceeding in convoys very near each others. Keeping
long distances between the ships is not possible, because the ice channel starts to close very
quick after a ship has passed through it. Fortunately these kinds of rear-ender accidents are
generally not very serious. In this reporting period there were few minor rear-enders, but
nothing serious. Because of their nature VTS could not prevent them. An explanation to no
ship vs. ship close quarter reports can thus be that in ice conditions it is considered normal
that vessels navigate near each others.
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But the dangers, e.g. rocks below ice and sea level are still remaining and thereby ship vs.
other (e.g. edge of a fairway) close quarter situations were still reported. This can be seen in
some cases reported by the Gulf of Finland Vessel Traffic Centre. The cases demonstrated how
the ships are sometimes following open water so eagerly that they forget to observe their
location related to the fairways. In addition, moving ice field had caused one vessel to drift out
of the fairway. In these cases it proved to be good that there is someone who is monitoring
traffic and warns these ships before they are outside the safe fairway area or near shallow
waters. There were also several cases, in which the ships were proceeding towards harder ice
and the VTS operator advised them to alter course to reach easier routes to navigate in.

Picture 12. A ship was stuck in ice (blue dots show her track) and got an advice from VTS to
search for an open ice channel which was on the western side of her (grey dots).
In some reported cases the VTS operator had instructed the ships to avoid certain areas
because of the danger to get stuck in ice. In some of them the ships were guided to another
fairway which was broken by the icebreaker and in some of these cases the ships were
recommended to wait for assistance in certain area or at the edge of the ice field. It is
important that there is someone who can transmit the information about easier areas and
areas to be avoided because of the ice. The VTS operators have a possibility to create a
greater image about the situation and forward it to the ships.
As described in the paragraph 'Ice conditions in the beginning of 2011', ice conditions are not
static, but a dynamic situation. The ice fields are constantly moving and their direction
depends largely on the prevailing winds. For example, in the Gulf of Finland ice packed
alternately towards the Finnish coast in some days and other days towards the Estonian coast.
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Naturally, the ships were navigating in the area where it was less ice, and the easier area to
navigate varied, being sometimes in the Finnish side and sometimes in the Estonian side of
GOFREP. This influenced, of course, also the work of the GOFREP VTS operators. Below is a
picture 13 taken from the AIS image in the Gulf of Finland Vessel Traffic Centre. The vessel
traffic is concentrated on the southern side of the Gulf because of the southerly winds, says
Tapio Kotkavuori.

Picture 13. Traffic flow in the Gulf of Finland. The grey tracks visualize how ships are
navigating in narrow area of the Gulf, which is depending on the movements of ice.
In the last reporting period in autumn 2010, the most common area, where traffic organisation
and information sharing were reported by Archipelago VTS, was Lövskär. At this time there
was no difference: Lövskär was again the area causing most of the traffic organisation reports.
In addition, the only report written about information sharing that did not depend on ice
situation, was also from the same area. In this information sharing case there were also
several ships in the area at the same time, but the VTS operator told one ship about the other
one and left decision-making to the ship herself. From these two reporting periods it can be
seen that the area is demanding for traffic and needs to be monitored by Archipelago VTS. The
area around Lövskär is visualised in the picture 14. During this winter the traffic flow have
been distributed quite equally to different fairways in archipelago, which is caused by the
active VTS operators and an icebreaker which broke an ice channel in Kaasluoto fairway, says
Rami Laaksonen, VTS Supervisor in Archipelago VTS.
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Picture 14. Lövskär and the used routes during the strengthened reporting period.

Otherwise in Archipelago VTS, the most difficult areas to navigate in ice were Utö, Isokari and
occasionally the forecourt of Mariehamn. According to Rami Laaksonen, the icebreaker
assistance has been needed in Isokari already since the end of the last year. VTS Supervisor
Kari Puumalainen from Archipelago VTS says that the icebreaker assistance in Isokari has been
in a good level. He adds also that for long prevailed and strong southerly winds caused
problems in Utö, where the icebreaker assistance has been necessary too. The Archipelago
VTS operators have written down their observations in IB Bridge. The observations confirm the
understanding of these same areas being the most difficult ones, although there were other
difficult areas as well.
An example from Archipelago VTS shows also how important the information sharing is. During
the reporting period, a fairway from Utö to Hanko was broken by an icebreaker and VTS
informed ships about the opening of it. Besides the information given to certain ships,
forwarding general information to all navigating in the area or near it is important.
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Picture 15. Most of the traffic in the Åland Sea is concentrated on same areas where the TSS
lanes are – despite that the TSS is out of use.

Despite the fact that the Åland Sea TSS has been out of use since 18th February, vessels have
mostly followed the traffic lines, as can be seen in picture 15. Kari Puumalainen speculates that
this can stem from the fact that the vessels use same, familiar route plans as they have got
used to have earlier in the same area. He says also that temporary waypoints located in the
Åland Sea directed the vessels to navigate through the western side of the sea, when most of
the ice was packed towards the eastern Åland Sea. According to Rami Laaksonen, the VTS
operators recommended to change the location of the waypoints, when the old ones were no
longer functional. Kari Puumalainen says that even the liner traffic heading to Mariehamn was
directed via Flötjan, when the ice conditions were at worst. In practice it means that the routes
of these liner vessels became longer than normally.
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Picture 16. The Åland Sea TSS is out of use and the ships are navigating towards the waypoint
(WP1) given by an icebreaker and forwarded by the VTS operators

Picture 17. The most used ice channels in the Sea of Bothnia. Curly tracks show how some
ships have had difficulties when they have tried to find their way through the ice fields.
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Picture 17 shows the traffic flow in the Sea of Bothnia. Every grey line is a track from one
vessel. According to Rami Laaksonen, the general traffic flows can be partly explained by the
fact that there have been waypoints directing the vessels. Individual curly tracks demonstrate
how some vessels have had problems with ice conditions and they have tried to find the
easiest way through the ice fields by trying to avoid the thickest ice and heaps of pack ice.
Most of the cases in West Coast VTS included coordination between pilot order and icebreaker
assistance for ships leaving the ports as well as informing the ships about the situation. It is
useless to order pilot without knowing the possibility to navigate in ice and without knowing
when the icebreaker assistance is available. Therefore the role of the VTS as being ‘contact
point’ between all parties is important. This can also be seen in other VTS centres, as Tapio
Kotkavuori says that VTS operators coordinate between these three, above mentioned parties
(vessels, icebreakers and pilot order) during winter conditions: they inform icebreakers about
stuck vessels and the vessels about the movements of the icebreakers. They also forward
other pilot-related information to the icebreakers. He says that the VTS operators spend much
more time on the telephone during ice conditions than normally when the sea is open.

Conclusion of Part
As a conclusion, this report gives an overall description about the work of VTS in winter
conditions when vessels are navigating in ice. Despite that the main idea of this reporting
period differed from the final outcome, the importance of VTS has been clearly indicated by the
intervening reports written by the VTS operators. The severe ice conditions changes the nature
of the work done in the VTS centres, but the importance of VTS does not decrease at all.
The examples given in this report have shown how the work is focused in different way than
normally, being even more informative and co-operative. They also give an interesting point of
view to a totally different kind of world in these latitudes during winter: what happens for the
maritime traffic in ice conditions and especially how the VTS operators are working in these
conditions. There are several parties co-operating during winter navigation, e.g. industry,
shipping companies, charterers, vessels, icebreakers, pilots as well as VTS and the Winter
Navigation Unit at the Finnish Transport Agency. The work done by all of them is important
when maintaining Finnish domestic and foreign trade.
Among the reports from all VTS centres, many of them warned the ships about harder ice
conditions ahead and guided the ships towards an easier area. This is valuable information to
the ships, because they do not have similar general view of the situation as the VTS operators
have. Similar to this is also the information about where it is safest to wait for icebreaker
assistance and/or for a pilot. The coordination between vessels, pilots and ice breakers is
valuable and has an effect on the fluency of traffic, even in harder ice conditions.
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Picture 18 displays the situation in the eastern Gulf of Finland at the end of the strengthened
reporting period. Ice conditions have been very difficult all the time in this eastern part of the
Gulf. 12 minute vectors are on, which indicates that most of the ships are not moving at all.
According to Tapio Kotkavuori, there are approximately 210 AIS targets in the image. Majority
of them is probably waiting for Russian icebreaker assistance. This picture demonstrates the
challenge of VTS operators’ tasks.

Picture 18. Vessels waiting for assistance in the Gulf of Finland.
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APPENDIX
The Finnish VTS Centres. Copyright: Finnish Transport Agency.
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APPENDIX
Table of the Intervening Reports of Part A
Gulf of Finland
Close Quarter
situations

Pilotage related

Traffic organisation

TSS

Exceptionally
situations

Total
Percentage
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Archipelago West Coast

Total

Ship vs. ship (e.g.
collision course,
small CPA)

18

1

0

19

Ship vs. other (e.g.
drifting to the edge
of fairway)

9

0

0

9

Informing
recommended ETA
for pilot boarding

6

0

3

9

Guiding the ship
(e.g. to the pilot
position)

4

1

1

6

Ensuring the safety
of the ship during
pilot
boarding/disembarki
ng

3

0

0

3

Traffic organisation

8

13

8

29

Information sharing

9

17

1

27

TSS violation or
remarking about it to
avoid the violation in
time

12

18

0

30

VTS has intervened
to the ship's
navigation, because
of an exceptional
behaviour of the
ship

5

2

0

7

74

52

13

139

0,532374101 0,374100719

0,09352518
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APPENDIX
Part A: Diagram of the Intervening Reports
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APPENDIX
Part A: Percentage values of the Intervenes

Percentage values of the intervenes
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APPENDIX
Port calls in the Finnish ports inside the participated VTS areas from 25th October to
8th November 2010. Source: Finnish Transport Agency.
This table includes all vessels arrived both direct from abroad and from abroad via some
Finnish port. The total number includes all Finnish ports, also in the areas of Bothnia VTS and
Saimaa VTS.

PORT

BRUTTO

NETTO

HAMINA

42

378247

142493

KOTKA

83

894642

357688

LOVIISA

16

68900

31728

3

6197

2508

SKÖLDVIK

41

948242

462795

HELSINKI

376

9321488

4068891

KANTVIK

9

32465

14337

13

26557

12975

POHJANKURU

1

3999

1541

SKOGBY

1

852

490

LAPPOHJA

3

12339

6279

KOVERHAR

8

28974

13787

46

1056467

317676

SALO

3

7002

2730

TAALINTEHDAS

3

5451

2243

PARAINEN

9

19125

6762

TURKU

94

3094791

1761658

NAANTALI

59

1496907

495365

153

5050789

3005094

LÅNGNÄS

39

1675959

1026306

ECKERÖ

38

469604

140904

TOLKKINEN

INKOO

HANKO

MAARIANHAMINA

FÄRJSUND

4

9236

3802

UUSIKAUPUNKI

16

53633

21592

RAUMA

63

544562

222195

1

1587

843

34

156871

70696

1397

26953066

12862093

EURAJOKI
PORI
TOTAL IN FINLAND
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APPENDIX
Part B: Ice charts from the strengthened reporting period. Copyright: Finnish
Meteorological Institute, 2011.
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APPENDIX
Port calls in the Finnish ports inside the participated VTS areas from 28th February to
14th March 2011. Source: Finnish Transport Agency.
This table includes all vessels arrived both direct from abroad and from abroad via some
Finnish port. The total number includes all Finnish ports, also in the areas of Bothnia VTS and
Saimaa VTS.

PORT

BRUTTO

NETTO

HAMINA

44

407685

148993

KOTKA

70

806100

312392

LOVIISA

8

47905

20606

TOLKKINEN

2

8281

4154

SKÖLDVIK

32

591044

278440

HELSINKI

287

8629422

3804797

KANTVIK

2

5504

2251

10

100303

53048

LAPPOHJA

4

16714

8457

KOVERHAR

9

35733

17889

HANKO

46

990356

300184

FÖRBY

1

9956

5019

TAALINTEHDAS

4

13486

7000

PARAINEN

1

2673

1009

TURKU

90

3050449

1813939

NAANTALI

60

1481296

484218

145

5191432

3101188

LÅNGNÄS

43

2028341

1295252

ECKERÖ

38

469604

140904

UUSIKAUPUNKI

19

71696

33772

RAUMA

53

488769

193565

PORI

17

86978

43441

1091

25313663

12403132

INKOO

MARIEHAMN

TOTAL IN FINLAND
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